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7.95 Keygen.Q: Need help with certain
TSQL statement I am doing one of the
assignment for one of the course i am
studying right now. I have to select all
users that have in their personal data
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"parent" column not null. here is the
table: And here is the query i have

done: select * from users where
personal.parent is not null Now i need
to alter this query with another clause:
"Parent column is id of the account" So
i tried to do that like this: select * from
users where personal.parent is not null

and personal.parent = "account
number" But i got wrong result. It's a
wrong statement. Please help me to
resolve this. Thank you so much! A:

SELECT * FROM Users WHERE
personal.parent IS NOT NULL AND NOT

EXISTS (SELECT NULL FROM Users
WHERE id = personal.id) This will also
give you all the users that dont have a
personal.parent, if you want you can

change the AND NOT EXISTS to an OR
IN if thats what you want. A: You could

use a NOT EXISTS in your SELECT,
which will remove any entries that exist
where the id = parent column. SELECT
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* FROM users u WHERE NOT EXISTS (
SELECT null FROM personal p WHERE

p.parent = u.id ) Q: How to convert this
string of characters to c# char I am
trying to convert the string below to

char. I know I have to use
string.IndexOf but I cant get to get to

that point. "\xC0\xC1\xC2\xC3\xC4\xC5\
xC6\xC7\xC8\xC9\xCA\xCB\xCC\xCD\xC
E\xCF" Not sure what to do next. A: You
just need to remove the quotes: var s

= "\\xC0\\x c6a93da74d
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